
North-Eastern District Golf Association
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Sunday 23 July 2023
Shot Gun Start | 9:30 am - 10:00 am

Entries via GolfBox I TeamApp/Events

*Cost includes lunch

Major Trophies
Men's and Women's 4BBB Championship

Scratch Winners/Runners Up
Handicap Winners/Runners Up

Other Prizes
Ball Rundown I NTP'S

Entries close 18th July 2023
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Further Information: E nedgapresident@gmail.com I Phil Conway M: 0425 757 6311 Entries via GolfBox
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North-Eastern District Golf Association

GONDITIONS OF PLAY

NEDGA Men's and Women's 4BBB District Championships

Competition Gonditions

To be eligible for this Competition, players must be financial playing members with an officially recognised Golf Australia
Handicap. It/ax. Daily Handicap is 36 for Men. All players must be a financial member of the NEDGA or be a financial member
of an Associate Member Club of the NEDGA.

2. lt is the player's responsibility to ascertain their correct daily handicap. The competition shall be played in accordance with the
R&A USGA Rules of Golf (January 2023) subject to such local rules as are in force on the course over which the competition is
played and/or NEDGA lvlatch Committee.

3. The NEDGA Match Committee makes all the arrangements, and has full power to alter the conditions, should they deem it
desirable, and shall have the right to refuse entry of any person without being required to give any reason for such refusal.

4. The NEDGA Match Committee may, in the event of bad weather, or for any other reason shorten any competition or postpone it
to another day or move it to another course.

5. The NEDGA Match Committee will decide any dispute or protest; their decision will be final. Any such protest or dispute must be
lodged with the NEDGA Match Committee within 15 minutes from time of return of the final competitor's scorecard.

6. Entry Fees must be paid at the time of entry online via GolfBox. No entry fee will be refunded to a competitor withdrawing after
the closing date, unless the Match Committee approves special circumstances.

7. The Match Committee reserves the right to limit the number of entries. ln the event numbers exceed the capacity of the course
the time of receipt of any entry will determine if you are placed in the field.

8. The use of a mobile phone whilst on the golf course during an event is distracting and inconsiderate. All mobile phones must be
on silent or vibrate only. Players/caddies are permitted to make phone calls from the course to the clubhouse or to Rules Official
for rules/emergency assistance only.

9. For all NEDGA tournaments, a player may obtain distance information by using a device that measures distance only. lf during a
stipulated round, a player uses a distance-measuring device that is designed to gauge or measure other conditions that might
affect her play (e.9. gradient, wind speed, temperature, etc.)the player is in breach of Rule 4-3,lor which the penalty is
disqualification, regardless of whether any such additional function is actually used.

10. A player is prohibited from having a professional golfer serve as her caddie during the Championships.

11. ln the event of a tie in the Scratch grades there shall be a sudden death 3 hole playoff. Holes to be nominated by the NEDGA
Match Committee. lf time does not permit there shall be a count back according to Golf Australia recommendations. Ties in the
handicap events shall be decided by a count back according to Golf Australia recommendations.

12. Players must report 15 minutes before the starting time. At the discretion of the starter any player not ready to commence play
when called upon may be placed at the end of the field.

'1 3. No player is eligible to win more than one Major trophy excluding N.T.P.'s.


